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Omega Nu Lambda, a national honor society exclusive to online students, would like to congratulate the following members as recognized by Louisiana State University, Tau Chapter of ONL. The following members had to meet the criteria of completing 15 hours of online studies with a 3.2 GPA or better for the undergraduate students, or a 3.65 GPA or better for the graduate students.

Ms. Courtney Kirschner Associate Director Student Success and Retention and Ms. Kayla Mike Executive Director, Online Recruitment & Retention are the Chapter Advisors for the Tau Chapter of ONL at LSU.

Omega Nu Lambda’s mission is to enhance the online experience by acknowledging, encouraging, and connecting the online student community.

We applaud each of you in your success in achieving academic excellence!

We are proud to present Louisiana State University, Omega Nu Lambda, Tau Chapter, Class of November 2023!

Lorraine Antill  
Travis C. Bains  
Regina Brewer Berrell  
David Bond
Dylan P. Boudreaux
Hailey Brogdon
Charles E. Cleveland
Iyanna Curl
Farrah R. Darby
Taylor Nicole Eidson
Jessica K. Enz
Patricia Greer
Gerardo A. Gregory
Julia Hebert
David Higares, Sr.
Devin Emile Jackson
Jesse L. Jayne
Dariel N. Johnson
Emma Grace Lognion
Hilliary Martin
Solomon Manasseh Miller
Genevieve K. Olson
Destinee Thomas Panter
Benjamin Patterson
Justin J. Pellicori
Brittany Ponvelle
Sonya Porges
Jason Sahli
Lisa Shull
Zane Alexander Speer
Ryan M. Tauer
John Torres
Aunesti Turner
Linda Vanden Bloomer
Lindsey Ann Weller
Gary L. Williams
Jaime Ann Zang
Ailin Zhang